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 Equity & Bond Market Collapse – Recommendations -  May 2022 Update 

Both the stock and bond markets are grinding through a rough patch that hasn’t been seen in decades, 
and facing further headwinds in inflation and a Federal Reserve tightening cycle. In the face of the 
pandemic, roughly two years after it launched the biggest and broadest monetary-stimulus campaign 
in modern history, the Federal Reserve is withdrawing its quantitative easing support that kept interest 
rates near all-time lows and fueled the US economy. 

Long-term Treasuries and tax-exempt bonds face the largest declines in value after 40 years of gains 
from falling interest rates. US Treasuries began 2022 with one of its biggest slides in history. Yields on 
the 10-year note went from a high of 15.3% in 1981 to a low 0.54% in March 2020, rising to 3% in early 
May 2022. The decline may have been worse if not for the large demand from foreign investors seeking 
the safe haven of US bonds (if held to maturity).  

The US stock markets are off to their worst four-month start to any year since 1939, and the more 
growth-oriented Nasdaq suffered its biggest monthly decline since the financial crisis back in 2008. 
With margin calls and the expected massive Fed action to lower inflation, the market downturn of early 
2022 accelerated in April. This is the first time in history the Fed has announced ongoing major rate 
increases coupled with decreasing its bond holdings by ramping up to $95 billion a month. This reverses 
the Fed’s pandemic quantitative easing response policy of flooding the market with liquidity and 
exceptionally low-interest rates that especially benefited high-growth companies.  

Powell’s Fed Set to Go Big and Keep Going Until Inflation Tamed Bloomberg 5/2/2022 
US central bankers don’t want to trigger a recession Fed Reserve Chair Powell has voiced confidence 
in the Fed’s ability to pull off a soft landing that brings inflation down to its 2%ish target without stalling 
the economy. Powell said on 5/4/2022 he expects the relatively strong US economy to be able to absorb 
a slowdown as the Fed increases interest rates. 

Wide Intra-Day Swings: We have had many days of substantial price swings from significant losses 
to gains, or the other way (500+/- Dow points). There have been “buying the dip” opportunities vs. 
selling with concerns about higher interest rates. However, overall the market has had steep losses in 
2022. 

Growth Sector Still at Risk: While high valuation growth stocks have come down in valuations in 2022, 
the high growth sector is expected to continue at risk since valuations are based on discounted future 
cash flows from future growth. The higher the interest rates, the more future expected earnings are 
discounted. Many stocks with the largest gains in 2020-2021 have had the largest losses in 2022, as 
inflation has soared to 40-year highs and interest rates are rising. 

Concerns: The Fed only indirectly affects inflation, by slowing the economy with higher interest rates. 
This does not directly help the current causes of inflation. There is no other significant solution that 
Congress or the Administration can do. Inflation and employment are the mandates set by Congress 
for the Fed. Its primary tool is its interest rate policies. We have been spoiled by almost 20 years of 
ultra-low inflation - below the Fed’s 2% target – coupled with historically low-interest rates. Until now.   

We have a near-historic demand for more workers both at the high and low-end skill levels. Our 
restrictive immigration policy has limited the number of foreign workers who provide needed skills in 
high tech, hotel, retail, and farming workers.   
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We also have a worker shortage due to ongoing pandemic concerns and the need for affordable child 
care, so that single parents can return to work. The number of job openings hit a new record of 11.5 
million, underscoring employers’ struggles to fill positions. While more workers boost the economy and 
might slow wage growth costs for companies, this could also add to inflation pressures.   

Overseas, China exports fewer essential electronics and other parts needed by US Manufacturers with 
its COVID lockdowns in major industrial cities.  

Ukraine is a major global supplier of agricultural products and many rare minerals. The Russian/Ukraine 
War has shut down its large seaports. As the Financial Times reports: “Ukraine has long been a land 
of natural bounty, not just for its own population but also for people worldwide. Products made from its 
wheat, corn, and sunflowers can be found in markets and kitchens globally. Its black soil is richly fertile. 
And its deep seaports have given it easy access to international markets.”  

Europe is heavily dependent on Russian oil and especially gas. This revenue is feeding the Russian 
war machine, but alternative sources in the short term cannot meet the needs of many European 
countries. The US has plenty of energy resources, but energy pricing is based on global markets.  

Food and other raw material costs also increase globally due to limited supplies from Ukraine and 
Russia.  

The Opportunities 
In general, equities’ more conservative value sector has more companies with stable earnings and less 
debt. They have held up overall, much better than the high growth companies, and are expected to 
continue to do well since they tend to be much less affected by higher interest rates. There are also 
some high-yield bonds and bank loans with relatively small interest-rate risks (due to short durations); 
These will benefit quicker from higher interest rate risks than most government bonds. 

Corporate Earnings Mostly Strong and Beating Estimates: Early 1st quarter 2022 earnings reports 
are overall strong and continue the trend of beating analyists’ estimates. Many companies can pass on 
higher wage and material costs to the consumer, and overall gross margins continue to be historically 
high. Most companies have already locked in low fixed interest rates on their long-term debt. Overall, 
companies have strong balance sheets.    

Consumer Spending Strong: The consumer typically has lots of savings built up from the pandemic, 
low debt ratios, higher wages, and a near pre-recession low unemployment rate. Source: Michelle Meyer, 

Chief Economist, Mastercard Economics Institute April 2022 

The first-quarter gross domestic product showed solid underlying demand, with final sales to 
domestic purchasers accelerating to a 2.9% annual rate, led by a robust 9.2% increase in business 
fixed investment, a 2.7% rise in consumer spending, and a 2.1% gain in residential construction. 
Inventory rebuilding should provide a further boost to the US economy. 

“The Hideous Strength of the US Dollar” - Bloomberg 5/2/2022 Highlights: The US currency’s rapid 
rise will make it harder for other countries to curb inflation. The $US rose 6% in April and 13% in the 
past year to its strongest level in two decades, measured against a basket of major currencies.  

The dollar is the logical haven for investors seeking financial refuge from a confluence of global shocks 
that started with the pandemic and intensified by Russia’s invasion of Ukraine, culminating in an energy 
and food price surge. “King Dollar” rules supreme as the Fed maintains a policy of having almost 
limitless access to dollar liquidity for central banks worldwide in the past two years. 

The stronger dollar is also doing the Fed’s work in combating inflation by tightening financial conditions 
on a trade-weighted basis. Although the US is the world’s largest economy and a massive importer of 
goods, it is relatively insulated from the global energy and food price shock by its domestic production 
of fuel and foodstuffs. It also benefits because all major commodities are priced in dollars. It’s everyone 
else’s problem if raw materials suddenly become more expensive in their respective currencies. 
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Action Plan Recommendations   
I can discuss individually specific recommendations based on your goals, objectives, and 
risk tolerance. 

Being overweighted in growth stocks has historically brought good returns over many years. Until 
recently. Growth stocks could rebound as quickly as they have fallen, however it may be timely to switch 
part of a portfolio to more conservaitve options.  

This may be the time to consider a higher allocation to the value sector or other steps I can suggest 
that may help to reduce risk. I did an extensive report: Growth vs. Value Investing: Which is better 
in today’s market in my April 2022 newsletter at https://www.hutchisonria.com/latest-investment-reports 

Some risk tolerance profiles might combine large-cap value equities with some small-cap value equity 
investments, or might increase one’s present holdings in these sectors. Further, small caps have 
historically led in market recoveries and have often outperformed large caps over long-term periods. 
They are also in general undervalued historically compared to large caps. Granted, smaller companies’ 
stocks are often more volatile with less trading volume, but have often helped investors over the long 
term. Small caps may  have the potential for faster growth, and with so many more smaller companies 
than large, good research can potentially find hidden gems.   

Required Disclosures: Past performance does not assure future results. There is no assurance that objectives will be met. Investments in 
securities do not offer a fixed rate of return. Principal, yield, and/or share price will fluctuate with changes in market conditions, and when sold or 
redeemed, you may receive more or less than originally invested. No system or financial planning strategy can guarantee future results. 

Investors cannot invest directly in indexes. The performance of any index is not indicative of the performance of any investment and does not 
take into account the effects of inflation and the fees and expenses associated with investing. 

The value of investments in fixed-income securities will change as interest rates fluctuate and in response to market movements. 
Generally, when interest rates rise, the prices of debt securities fall, and when interest rates fall, prices generally rise. High-yield securities, 
sometimes called junk bonds, carry increased risks of price volatility, illiquidity, and the possibility of default in the timely payment of 
interest and principal. Bonds may also be subject to other types of risk, such as call, credit, liquidity, interest-rate, and general market 
risks. Longer-term debt securities are usually more sensitive to interest-rate changes; the longer the maturity of a security, the greater 
the effect a change in interest rates is likely to have on its price. Lower-rated bonds may be subject to greater risk than higher-rated 
bonds. 

Small-cap funds may be subject to a higher degree of market risk than large-cap funds or more established companies’ securities. 
Furthermore, the illiquidity of the small-cap market may adversely affect the value of an investment so that shares, when redeemed, may 
be worth more or less than their original cost.  

The views and opinions expressed are not necessarily the opinions of Cetera Advisors LLC  as of the report’s date and are subject to change at 
any time based on market or other conditions. The material contained herein is for informational purposes only and should not be construed as 
investment advice, since recommendations will vary based on the client’s goals and objectives. Information is believed to be from reliable sources; 
however, no representation is made as to its accuracy. Hutchison Investment Advisors, Inc. is an Arizona registered investment advisor. Part II 
of Form ADV (Disclosure Statement) has been given to advisory clients and is available upon request, and is also at 
http://dhutch.news/RIADisclosure  
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